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Abstract

Detecting the salient objects in a remote sensing image has wide applications. Many existing deep learning methods have been proposed for Salient Object Detection (SOD) in remote sensing images with remarkable results. However, the recent adversarial attack examples, generated by changing a few pixel values on the original image, could result in a collapse for the well-trained deep learning model. Different with existing methods adding perturbation to original images, we propose to jointly tune adversarial exposure and additive perturbation for attack and constrain image close to cloudy image as Adversarial Cloud. Cloud is natural and common in remote sensing images, however, camouflaging cloud based adversarial attack and defense for remote sensing images are not well studied before. Furthermore, we design DefenseNet as a learnable pre-processing to the adversarial cloudy images to preserve the performance of the deep learning based remote sensing SOD model, without tuning the already deployed deep SOD model. By considering both regular and generalized adversarial examples, the proposed DefenseNet can defend the proposed Adversarial Cloud in white-box setting and other attack methods in black-box setting. Experimental results on a synthesized benchmark from the public remote sensing dataset (EORSSD) show the promising defense against adversarial cloud attacks.

1. Introduction

The computer vision and artificial intelligence have many applications in the remote sensing domain, such as hyperspectral image classification [1,2], cross-view geolocation [3–5], scene classification [6,7], aerial-view object detection [8,9], change detection [10,11], and so on. Remote sensing Salient Object Detection (SOD) aims to extract the salient objects in an aerial-view image, leading to potential benefits to the above applications.

For remote sensing images, some SOD methods have been proposed [12,13] by using deep learning based architecture, whose efforts are mainly concentrated on typical context learning [13] and multi-scale feature aggregation [12]. However, in some scenarios, these deep learning based remote sensing SOD models might suffer from the attacks by the adversarial examples on deep neural networks. Recent research [14] shows that the adversarial noises can be added to fool the deep learning based SOD models, leading to the low SOD performance. For example, by adding a small portion of adversarial noises on the original remote sensing image between the image acquisition and data processing, e.g., during the communication, the salient objects in the remote sensing image might be hided to some extent by the deep SOD model. This kind of malicious attack exposes a potential security threat to the remote sensing.

Many researches have been proposed for the adversarial examples based attack and defense in deep learning [15–18]. Meanwhile, some attack and defense researches have been proposed for remote sensing tasks, such as the remote sensing scene classification [19]. Different with existing methods adding the perturbation on the original image, we propose to generate Adversarial Cloud as attack to the deep learning based remote sensing SOD model. Cloud is widely common in remote sensing images [20]. However, cloud based adversarial attack and defense for remote sensing images has not been well studied. The proposed Adversarial Cloud has realistic appearance close to a normal cloud, which might be difficult to be perceived but will be malicious in the remote sensing applications.

In this paper, we propose a novel DefenseNet to defend the proposed Adversarial Cloud attack to preserve the advanced SOD performance. In general, the adversarial attack
and defense networks will be trained with an adversarial deep learning by iteratively training the Adversarial Cloud and DefenseNet. However, the already deployed deep remote sensing SOD model is kept unchanged to simplify the real-world setting. Thus, the proposed DefenseNet is designed as a learnable pre-processing technique to preserve the SOD performance. In specific, the adversarial examples will go through the DefenseNet to become clean examples as the input to SOD models. Based on the publicized remote sensing SOD dataset (EORSSD [13]), we build a benchmark by synthesizing the Adversarial Cloud to test the performance of attack and defense for the SOD problem in the remote sensing images. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), our proposed method could defend different adversarial attack methods. Experimental results on the built benchmark show the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

- This paper proposes a novel attack method by jointly tuning adversarial exposure and additive perturbation and constraining image close to cloudy image as Adversarial Cloud for the SOD in remote sensing images.
- This paper proposes a novel DefenseNet as learnable pre-processing against the adversarial cloud attack for safety-ensured SOD in remote sensing images, without tuning the already deployed deep learning-based SOD model.
- By considering both regular and generalized adversarial examples, the proposed DefenseNet can defend the proposed Adversarial Cloud in white-box setting and other attack methods in black-box setting.

2. Related Work

2.1. Salient Object Detection for Remote Sensing

Salient object detection (SOD) is to automatically extract the salient objects in an image. Many existing methods are proposed for SOD in natural images, while the SOD in remote sensing images is more challenging due to the unique, complex and diverse environments [12]. SOD in satellite or drone images has wide applications, such as building extraction [21], Region-of-Interest extraction [22], airport detection [23], oil tank detection [24], ship detection [25].

2.2. Adversarial Attack

There are two types of adversarial attacks: white-box attacks, where the adversary has full access to the target model, including its parameters, i.e., the model is transparent to the adversary, and black-box attacks, where the adversary has little knowledge of the target model. As the white-box attacks are usually more destructive than black-box ones in practice, the literature more focuses on the white-box attacks. Among these white-box attacks, Szegedy et al. [26] used a box-constrained L-BFGS method to generate effective adversarial attacks for the first time. After that, the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [15] used the sign of the gradient to generate attacks, with \( \ell_{\infty} \)-norm bound. Several variants of FGSM were proposed, e.g., Kurakin et al. [27] applied FGSM iteratively and designed basic iterative method (BIM), and Dong et al. [28] integrated the momentum into the model. As a multi-step attack method, the projected gradient descent (PGD) was proposed in [29]. Carlini and Wagner [30] proposed the so-called CW attack which is a margin-based attack. More recently, Croce et al. introduced a parameter-free attack named AutoAttack [31], which is an ensemble of four diverse attacks, including two proposed variants of PGD attacks and two existing complementary attacks, i.e., FAB [32]. DeepFool [33] were proposed to fool deep classification networks.

2.3. Adversarial Defense

With the development of adversarial examples, studies on how to defend against those attacks and improve the robustness of the neural networks emerge. Among them, the most effective and widely used defense model is adversarial training (AT), although the most straightforward way is simply by attaching a detection network to detect and reject adversarial examples [34]. AT based models, which aim to minimize the loss function to the strongest adversarial attacks within a constraint, were first proposed by [15]. After that, a number of defending methods [18, 29, 35–40] based on adversarial training were proposed. For example, [35] and [36] built a triplet loss to enforce a clean image and its corresponding adversarial example has a short distance in feature space.
3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Cloud Synthesizing for Remote Sensing

Given a clean remote sensing RGB image $I \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}$, we aim to simulate a cloudy image via $\hat{I} = \text{Cloud}(I, E, M)$, where $E \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 1}$ is an exposure matrix to define exposure degree, $M \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 1}$ is a cloud mask to simulate clouds, and Cloud$(\cdot)$ represents the cloudy image synthesis function. Inspired by [20], the cloud mask $M$ can be synthesized via a summation of multi-scale random noises, and is defined as

$$M = \sum_s R (f(2^s)) / 2^s,$$

where $f$ represents a randomizing function, $R$ denotes a resize process and $s$ is a scale factor. $f$ produces random noises with the image size $2^s$ followed by being resized by $R$. $s$ is a natural number with range $[1, \log_2N]$, where $N = H \times W$ is the image size. Given a clean image $I$, exposure matrix $E$, and cloud mask $M$, we could synthesize a cloudy image $\hat{I}$ via

$$\hat{I} = \text{Cloud}(I, E, M) = I \odot E \odot (1 - M) + M,$$

where $\odot$ denotes pixel-wise multiplication.

With this cloudy image synthesis, we could study the effects of cloud from the viewpoint of adversarial attack by tuning the exposure matrix $E$ and cloud mask $M$ to render the synthesized cloudy images to fool the deep learning based SOD models. Later, we also employ these adversarial examples, obtained by the proposed attack method, to study the defense performance.

3.2. Network Architecture

In this section, we show the whole pipeline of adversarial cloud attack (AdvCloud) and DefenseNet as attack and defense stages to fully explore the cloud effects to a deployed deep SOD model in Fig. 2. In the attack stage, given a clean image $I$, an exposure matrix $E$, a cloud mask $M$, a pre-trained deep remote sensing SOD model $\phi(\cdot)$, and a well-trained discriminator $D$, we aim to generate adversarial cloudy image examples via the proposed AdvCloud. Then, we analyze how the synthetic adversarial cloudy images hurt the SOD performance. As the other main step of the pipeline, we perform defense process, i.e., DefenseNet, as a pre-processing stage for the adversarial images to generate cloud-removed images as defense for the SOD model. The proposed DefenseNet can avoid retraining the deep SOD model and make the salient object detector process adaptive to cloudy images.

3.3. Adversarial Cloud based Attack

In general, adversarial attack fails a deep model by adding an imperceptible noise-like perturbation to an image under the guidance of the deep model. In this work, we propose a novel adversarial attack method, i.e., AdvCloud, to generate adversarial cloudy remote sensing images that can fool the SOD model to verify the robustness of the SOD model.

By intuition, we can tune $E$ and $M$ to generate adversarial cloudy images. Specifically, given $I$, $E$, and $M$, we aim to tune the $E$ and $M$ under a norm constraint by

$$\arg \max_{E, M} J(\phi(\text{Cloud}(I, E, M)), y),$$

subject to $\|M - M_0\|_p \leq \epsilon_M, \|E - E_0\|_p \leq \epsilon_E$, (3)

where $J(\cdot)$ is the loss function of the SOD model $\phi(\cdot)$ under the supervision of the annotation label $y$. We set $\epsilon_E$ and $\epsilon_M$ as the bound under $L_p$ around their initialization (i.e., $E_0$ and $M_0$) for the parameters $E$ and $M$ to avoid the clean image $I$ being changed significantly and we set $p = \infty$.

Similar to existing perturbation based adversarial attacks (e.g., [29]), the object function, i.e., Eq. (3), can be optimized by gradient descent-based methods. In specific, We initialize $E_0$ as a mask with all elements as 1 and set $M_0$ via
Eq. (1). Then, we get the initial synthesized cloudy image by Eq. (2). \( \theta \) We feed the synthesized image to the SOD model \( \phi(\cdot) \) and calculate the SOD loss \( \ell \). \( \theta \) We perform back-propagation to obtain the gradient of \( E \) and \( M \) with respective to the loss function. \( \theta \) We calculate the sign of the gradient to update the variables \( E \) and \( M \) by multiplying the sign of their gradients with the corresponding step sizes for the next iteration, which is formulated to

\[
\ell = J(\phi(\text{Cloud}(I, E_i, M_i)), y),
\]

\[
M_{i+1} = M_i + \alpha_M \cdot \text{sign}(\nabla_{M_i}(\ell)),
\]

\[
E_{i+1} = E_i + \alpha_E \cdot \text{sign}(\nabla_{E_i}(\ell)),
\]

(4)

where \( \alpha_M \) and \( \alpha_E \) represents the step sizes, and \( i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, K - 1\} \) is the iteration number. \( \theta \) We generate a new adversarial cloudy image and loop from \( \theta \) to \( \theta \) for \( K \) iterations.

Let us redefine \( \hat{I} \) as the generated adversarial cloudy image, to make it with close visualization to the normal cloudy image, we also incorporate a discriminator \( D \) to align the distribution of normal cloudy images and adversarial cloudy images to avoid artifacts which might be introduced by Eq. (3). The inputs of the discriminator are an adversarial cloudy image \( I \) and a normal cloudy image \( I_c \), obtained by \( I = \text{Cloud}(I, M) = I \odot (1 - M) + M \), then the adversarial training loss of the discriminator \( D \) is

\[
L_D(I, I_c) = E_{I \sim X} \left[ \log(D(I_c)) \right] + E_{I \sim X} \left[ \log(1 - D(I)) \right],
\]

(5)

where \( I \) and \( \hat{I} \) are instances from normal cloudy images set \( X \) and adversarial cloudy images set \( \hat{X} \), respectively. The whole attack pipeline, incorporating AdvCloud and discriminator \( D \), is trained on the training set of the remote sensing SOD dataset EORSSD [13]. The above setting has an assumption for a reliable discriminator \( D \) ahead for the following inference stage. Specifically, we alternatively freeze adversarial parameters \( E \) and \( M \) and the discriminator \( D \) to optimize the other one to get a reliable discriminator \( D \) in the training set of EORSSD before the following inference.

For the inference stage of the proposed AdvCloud attack, we attack the testing set of EORSSD guided by the pre-trained discriminator \( D \) and the SOD detector \( \phi(\cdot) \). Given a clean image \( I \) from the testing set of EORSSD, exposure matrix \( E \) and cloud mask \( M \), a well-trained discriminator \( D \), and a SOD detector \( \phi(\cdot) \), we tune \( E \) and \( M \) for \( K \) iterations based on back-propagation, while the optimization function Eq. (3) is reformulated to

\[
\text{arg max}_{E, M} \left( J(\phi(\text{Cloud}(I, E, M)), y) - L_D(I, I_c) \right),
\]

subject to \( \|M - M_0\|_p \leq \epsilon_M, \|E - E_0\|_p \leq \epsilon_E \),

(6)

which means the adversarial cloudy image \( \hat{I} \) could fail the SOD detector and have the realistic cloud appearance and pattern close to normal cloudy images. Then, the updating process of variables \( E \) and \( M \), in Eq. (4), is reformulated to

\[
\ell = J(\phi(\text{Cloud}(I, E_i, M_i)), y),
\]

\[
M_{i+1} = M_i + \alpha_M \cdot \text{sign}(\nabla_{M_i}(\ell - L_D(\hat{I}, I_c))),
\]

\[
E_{i+1} = E_i + \alpha_E \cdot \text{sign}(\nabla_{E_i}(\ell - L_D(\hat{I}, I_c))).
\]

(7)

After obtaining the updated \( E \) and \( M \) for each image from the testing set of EORSSD, we can get the corresponding adversarial cloudy images via Eq. (2).

**Novelty of AdvCloud:** The conventional attack methods first synthesize the normal cloudy image (original image + normal cloud) and then add perturbations to the synthesized image. Differently, our AdvCloud employs a novel approach to jointly optimize the adversarial cloud mask and exposure matrix during the Cloud Synthesizing for Remote Sensing. Moreover, our AdvCloud integrates constraints that ensure the modified images retain characteristics akin to normal cloudy images.

### 3.4. Defense against Adversarial Cloud

The proposed AdvCloud attack can easily hurt the SOD performance, while performing defense against adversarial attack is an effective way to alleviate such performance drop. In this section, we propose a DefenseNet as a learnable pre-processing for adversarial cloudy images to acquire cloud-removed images for SOD models to improve the robustness. The proposed DefenseNet contains the two following branches as the inputs.

**Vanilla AdvCloud Branch.** Given the updated adversarial attack variables \( E \) and \( M \), we can obtain an adversarial cloudy image \( I \). Then, it is the first-branch input to the DefenseNet to perform the reconstruction for adversarial cloud removal. This is a simple vanilla defense setting to make DefenseNet see the proposed AdvCloud attack to defend it.

**Generalized AdvCloud Branch.** To benefit a black-box defense which makes DefenseNet robust to other cloud based adversarial examples generated by different attack methods never seen before, we design an Attack Generalization Module (AGM) to include the generalized AdvCloud images. We use two different levels of Gaussian noise to simulate the changes produced by the gradient-based learned exposure matrix (\( E \)) and cloud mask (\( M \)) under a specified budget. Specifically, we add Gaussian noise \( \hat{X}_E \equiv \omega_E \cdot \mathcal{N}(\cdot) \) and \( \hat{X}_M \equiv \omega_M \cdot \mathcal{N}(\cdot) \) to \( E \) and \( M \) respectively to obtain \( E_g \) and \( M_g \) so as to extend the distribution space of parameters around
the gradient direction, where \( \mathcal{N}(\cdot) \) is a standard Gaussian random noise generation function in the range of \([-1, 1]\). Then, we could acquire a generalized adversarial cloudy image \( \hat{I}_g \) with the generalized E and M via Eq. (2), *i.e.*, 
\[
\hat{I}_g = \text{Cloud}(\hat{I}, E_g, M_g), \tag{8}
\]
as the second-branch input to the DefenseNet.

**DefenseNet Loss.** We feed adversarial cloudy images \( \hat{I} \) and \( \hat{I}_g \) to the DefenseNet to output the cloud-removed images \( I' = \text{DefenseNet}(\hat{I}; \theta) \) and \( \hat{I}_g' = \text{DefenseNet}(\hat{I}_g; \theta) \) respectively, where \( \theta \) means the parameter of DefenseNet. In the defense stage, the output cloud-removed images are optimized by the image reconstruction loss function \( L_r \) and regularization loss item \( L_{\text{reg}} \). The objective loss function is shown below:
\[
\mathcal{L} = L_r(I', \hat{I}) + L_r(\hat{I}_g', \hat{I}_g) + wL_{\text{reg}}(I', \hat{I}_g'), \tag{9}
\]
where \( I \) is the clean image for \( \hat{I} \) and \( \hat{I}_g \), and \( w \) is the balance weight which is set to 0.1, and \( L_r \) and \( L_{\text{reg}} \) loss functions are both implemented as \( L_1 \) loss.

The whole algorithm flow for the defense against the Adversarial Cloud based attack for remote sensing salient object detection is summarized in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** Defense algorithm against the Adversarial Cloud based attack for remote sensing SOD.

**Input:** Clean images from the training set of EORSSD [13], \( \epsilon_M = 0.03, \epsilon_E = 0.06 \), iteration \( K = 10 \), \( \alpha_M = 0.003, \alpha_E = 0.015 \), a pre-trained remote sensing SOD detector \( \phi(\cdot) \) [13], and a discriminator \( D \) pre-trained on training set.

**Output:** Adversarial Cloudy Images, parameter \( \theta \) for DefenseNet.

1: repeat
2:  **Attack Step:**
3:     • Initial cloudy image synthesizing by Eq. (2) with \( E_0 \) and \( M_0 \).
4:     • Solve Eq. (6) via Eq. (7) to obtain optimal \( E \) and \( M \) with \( K \) iterations for each image to learn the corresponding adversarial cloudy image \( \hat{I} \).
3:  **Defense Step:**
4:     • Obtain the generalized adversarial cloudy image \( \hat{I}_g \) via AGM and Eq. (8).
5:     • Solve Eq. (9) via AdamW optimizer [41] to obtain optimal \( \theta \) via \( I, \hat{I}_g \) from the optimal \( E \) and \( M \).
4: until convergence or maximum epochs reached.

**4. Experiments**

4.1. Experimental Setting

**Benchmark Datasets:** To evaluate the salient object detection in remote sensing images, we use the public EORSSD dataset [13] to perform experiments. Using each clean image in EORSSD dataset, we generate its corresponding image with the normal cloud, leading to a new synthetic dataset named EORSSDc. Similarly, adding the cloud-like attack to each clean image of EORSSD dataset, we could generate a new adversarial attacked cloudy image. Figure 4 shows some example images of EORSSD, EORSSDc, and EORSSD with AdvCloud.

**Evaluation Metrics:** We evaluate the remote sensing salient object detection performance using F-measure (Fm), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) score and S-measure (Sm), same as those in [13].

**Comparison Methods:** For the attack experiment, we compare the proposed AdvCloud method with five additive perturbation based attack methods on the EORSSDc dataset, *i.e.*, FGSM [15], MIFGSM [28], PGD [29], VMIFGSM [44], and NIFGSM [45]. The maximum perturbation for these comparison methods is set to be 8 pixel values in [0, 255]. These comparison attack methods are applied on the testing images of EORSSDc.

For the defense experiment, we compare our proposed DefenseNet with JPEG Compression [42], FFA-Net [43], and DefenseNetF_FFA (using FFA-Net as the backbone). The defense methods are all trained on EORSSD with AdvCloud generated by attacking DAFNet [13] which aims to remove the adversarial attack to obtain a clean image.

For evaluating the generalization ability of the proposed attack and defense methods, we additionally employ three SOD detectors, *i.e.*, BasNet [46], U2Net [47], and RRNet [48]. All SOD models are trained on EORSSD dataset until convergence. Since the proposed AdvCloud are generated based on cloud, to ensure fairness in evaluating the effectiveness of different SOD models in attacking and defending against adversarial examples, the performance of four SOD models should treat the EORSSDc as the starting point for attacking rather than EORSSD.

**Implementation Details:** The SOD Network to be attacked is the deep learning based remote sensing salient object detection network DAFNet [13] pre-trained on the clean training images of EORSSD dataset. For the proposed
AdvCloud attack, we set $\epsilon_M = 0.03$ (8 pixel values in [0, 255]), $\epsilon_E = 0.06$, and the generalization random noise range of $\omega_M, \omega_E$ are 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. The input image is resized to 256 $\times$ 256. We use the AdamW optimization algorithm [41] for the network training with the following hyperparameters: learning rate as 0.0001, batch size as 8, and total epoch as 100. All the experiments were run on a single NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU card.

### 4.2. Experimental Results

**Attack Result.** Table 1 shows the quantitative SOD performance for the baseline attack. When the dataset is clean, i.e., no cloud is added, the target SOD network, DAFNet [13], achieves 0.9049 overall F-measure on EORSSD dataset. After normal clouds are added to the EORSSD dataset, the F-measure decreases to 0.8253. When the proposed AdvCloud is added to the EORSSD dataset, the SOD network is misled by the adversarial examples and the F-measure is 0.2572. This demonstrates that the proposed AdvCloud severely reduces the performance of the SOD network. Furthermore, we compare the proposed AdvCloud with other attack methods, as shown in Table 1. It shows that each attack method could effectively reduce the SOD performance. Moreover, the white-box attacks on DAFNet can be effective to other SOD detectors with varying degrees of decline.

Figure 5 shows the qualitative comparisons among different attack methods and their corresponding SOD map. Due to the attack, some objects predicted by the SOD model are ignored (a, b, d) and misidentified (c) in Fig. 5. As we can observe, the proposed attacked image is very similar to the normal cloud in human perception compared to that from other attack methods. We can see visible defect and moire on the attacked images by other attack methods in Fig. 6. Therefore, the proposed AdvCloud is more visually close to the normal cloud.
normal cloud but with very competitive attack performance. **Defense Result.** Table 2 shows the detailed defense performance under different attack methods across various SOD models. It shows that the defense methods effectively improve the SOD performance after applying defense methods to adversarial examples generated by the attack strategies in Table 1. The Fig. 7 shows the comprehensive/summarized defense on all attack strategies with different SOD models. We can clearly see that the proposed defense method, i.e., as a pre-processing step, achieves better $F_\beta$ and $S_m$ gains comparing with FFA-Net. The proposed DefenseNet could not only predominantly defend the proposed AdvCloud attack (i.e., white-box defense) but also effectively defend other attack methods (i.e., black-box defense). As shown in Table 2, the $F_\beta$ performance gain by the proposed DefenseNet and DefenseNet$_{FFA}$ can be generalized to defend other attack methods. Despite the proposed defense method never sees the adversarial attack images created by other attack methods during training, the proposed defense method trained on AdvCloud still achieves better generalization performance to defend against other attack methods, with the help of the proposed AGM.

**Ablation Study for Proposed DefenseNet.** The proposed DefenseNet has two input branches, i.e., regular attack image branch and generalized attack image branch. Table 3 shows both the regular attack branch and the generalized attack branch contribute to the final defense SOD performance, where the best defense performance is obtained when combining the two branches. If the branch of generalized attack is removed, it will lead to more significant defense performance drop. The DefenseNet contain AGM module can provide a promising and effective solution for generative defense on different adversarial attacks.

**Discussion about Defense on Normal Cloudy Images.** The DefenseNet$_{FFA}$’s performance in defense remote sensing SOD was assessed using normal cloudy images of EORSSD$_c$. The results in Table 4 indicate that the proposed defense mechanism is capable of effectively defend-

### Table 1. Baseline SOD performance before and after attacks. We mark white-box attacks with * and highlight the best performance in red. The gray part shows the black-box attacks with other SOD models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean Image</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0060 0.9404 0.9026</td>
<td>0.0142 0.8071 0.8871</td>
<td>0.0359 0.6170 0.7410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal cloud</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8253 0.8540</td>
<td>0.0295 0.7270 0.8352</td>
<td>0.0339 0.6170 0.7410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGSM</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0432 * 0.2880 * 0.5773 *</td>
<td>0.0381 0.5974 0.7488</td>
<td>0.0441 0.5027 0.6743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIFGSM</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0497 * 0.1292 * 0.5247 *</td>
<td>0.0452 0.5176 0.7063</td>
<td>0.0461 0.4666 0.6611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0680 * 0.1376 * 0.5166 *</td>
<td>0.0401 0.5860 0.7478</td>
<td>0.0426 0.5142 0.6869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMIFGSM</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0497 * 0.1326 * 0.5267 *</td>
<td>0.0463 0.5024 0.6952</td>
<td>0.0463 0.4564 0.6561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIFGSM</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0472 * 0.1519 * 0.5360 *</td>
<td>0.0439 0.5176 0.7108</td>
<td>0.0456 0.4698 0.6623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvCloud w/o Noise</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0256 * 0.6583 * 0.7556 *</td>
<td>0.0311 0.7080 0.8198</td>
<td>0.0373 0.5930 0.7286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvCloud w/o Exposure Matrix</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0484 * 0.4265 * 0.6435 *</td>
<td>0.0317 0.7026 0.8145</td>
<td>0.0379 0.5953 0.7265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvCloud</td>
<td>MAE↑ F$\beta$↓ S$\mu$↓</td>
<td>0.0714 * 0.2572 * 0.5609 *</td>
<td>0.0361 0.6396 0.7771</td>
<td>0.0404 0.5504 0.7072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** Comprehensive defense performance across various SOD models (DAFNet, BasNet, U$^2$Net, RRNet), in which each column represents the mean testing performance under different attack and defense scenarios. The EORSSD and EORSSD$_c$ represent each detector’s performance under clean image and normal cloudy image (both without attack); the Mean Attack column shows the mean attacked performance under FGSM, MIFGSM, PGD, VMIFGSM, NIFGSM, and AdvCloud attacks trained with DAFNet; and the subsequent columns show the mean defense results by JPEG, FFA-Net, DefenseNet, and DefenseNet$_{FFA}$, respectively. The gray stripes indicate the machine learning based DAFNet-trained black-box defenses on other SOD models.
Table 2. Detailed defense performance across various SOD models. DefenseNet_{FFA} means the proposed DefenseNet using FFA-Net as backbone. All attacks are trained with DAFNet, and the gray part highlights the black-box defense to different attacks on other SOD models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Methods</th>
<th>DefenseNet_{FFA}</th>
<th>DefenseNet</th>
<th>BasNet</th>
<th>U^{2}Net</th>
<th>RNNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FGSM</td>
<td>0.0260 0.6468 0.7548</td>
<td>0.0302 0.6805 0.7737</td>
<td>0.0213 0.7244 0.8039</td>
<td>0.0213 0.7244 0.8039</td>
<td>0.0213 0.7244 0.8039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIFGSM</td>
<td>0.0569 0.6534 0.7651</td>
<td>0.0292 0.6473 0.7652</td>
<td>0.0292 0.6473 0.7652</td>
<td>0.0292 0.6473 0.7652</td>
<td>0.0292 0.6473 0.7652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD</td>
<td>0.0300 0.6618 0.7548</td>
<td>0.0300 0.6618 0.7548</td>
<td>0.0300 0.6618 0.7548</td>
<td>0.0300 0.6618 0.7548</td>
<td>0.0300 0.6618 0.7548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMIFGSM</td>
<td>0.0762 0.3268 0.5917</td>
<td>0.0356 0.6269 0.7954</td>
<td>0.0356 0.6269 0.7954</td>
<td>0.0356 0.6269 0.7954</td>
<td>0.0356 0.6269 0.7954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIFGSM</td>
<td>0.0516 0.4698 0.6869</td>
<td>0.0350 0.7017 0.8154</td>
<td>0.0350 0.7017 0.8154</td>
<td>0.0350 0.7017 0.8154</td>
<td>0.0350 0.7017 0.8154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvCloud</td>
<td>0.0128 0.8226 0.857</td>
<td>0.0193 0.7496 0.8549</td>
<td>0.0193 0.7496 0.8549</td>
<td>0.0193 0.7496 0.8549</td>
<td>0.0193 0.7496 0.8549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ablation study for the SOD performance of DefenseNet to different attacks on DAFNet. DefenseNet\textsuperscript{1}: DefenseNet w/o Generalized AdvCloud, DefenseNet\textsuperscript{2}: DefenseNet w/o Vanilla AdvCloud. The white-box defense to the attacks seen in training is shown in blue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Methods</th>
<th>DefenseNet\textsuperscript{1}</th>
<th>DefenseNet\textsuperscript{2}</th>
<th>DefenseNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FGSM</td>
<td>0.0292 0.3993 0.7309</td>
<td>0.0369 0.5846 0.7274</td>
<td>0.0369 0.5846 0.7274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIFGSM</td>
<td>0.0535 0.4077 0.6427</td>
<td>0.0322 0.6168 0.7448</td>
<td>0.0322 0.6168 0.7448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD</td>
<td>0.0244 0.6861 0.7999</td>
<td>0.0306 0.6439 0.7653</td>
<td>0.0306 0.6439 0.7653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMIFGSM</td>
<td>0.0692 0.3017 0.5838</td>
<td>0.0354 0.6280 0.7711</td>
<td>0.0354 0.6280 0.7711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIFGSM</td>
<td>0.0484 0.4318 0.6518</td>
<td>0.0330 0.6112 0.7441</td>
<td>0.0330 0.6112 0.7441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvCloud</td>
<td>0.0145 0.7865 0.8443</td>
<td>0.0165 0.7266 0.8842</td>
<td>0.0165 0.7266 0.8842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Defense SOD performance of normal cloudy images of EORSSD, with the SOD detector DAFNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>DefenseNet</th>
<th>FFA-Net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean Image</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8253 0.8540</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8253 0.8540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Cloud</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8253 0.8540</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8253 0.8540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG Compression [42]</td>
<td>0.0139 0.7913 0.8367</td>
<td>0.0139 0.7913 0.8367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DefenseNet</td>
<td>0.0171 0.7747 0.8315</td>
<td>0.0171 0.7747 0.8315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA-Net [43]</td>
<td>0.0144 0.8079 0.8492</td>
<td>0.0144 0.8079 0.8492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DefenseNet_{FFA}</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8320 0.8620</td>
<td>0.0126 0.8320 0.8620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new Adversarial Cloud to attack the deep learning based remote sensing salient object detection model, meanwhile a new DefenseNet as pre-processing defense is proposed to purify the input image without tuning the deployed remote sensing deep SOD model. To study this research problem, we synthesized new benchmarks EORSSD, with normal clouds and the EORSSD with the adversarial cloud based attacks. The extensive experiments on four SOD models show that the proposed DefenseNet could well pre-process the attacked cloudy images as defense against different adversarial attack methods without changing the deployed remote sensing deep SOD model, while the SOD performance on the remote sensing normal cloudy images without attack is still promising.
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